[Sentinel Lymph Node Diagnosis for Lung Cancer].
Many researchers have reported that the sentinel node (SN) theory has been established for lung cancer. However, sentinel node navigation surgery (SNNS) has not yet become a routine medical procedure in lung cancer surgery. SN identification is important for efficient retrieval of micrometastases. Methods for identifying SNs include the dye method and the radioisotope (RI) method, but methods such as the indocyanine green (ICG) method, computed tomographic lymphography (CTLG), and the magnetic method are also being studied. More careful surgical adaptation is required for reduction surgery for early lung cancer, and rapid intraoperative diagnosis is frequently used. SN lymph nodes may be used as an indicator for selecting lymph nodes to be diagnosed intraoperatively. SN identification is considered an important method for ensuring that reduction surgery is curative. Furthermore, if overlooking lymph node metastases can be avoided by using intraoperative rapid diagnosis of micrometastases, we believe that the safety of reduction surgery will be enhanced. In addition, SN identification provides a theoretical basis to support the omission of lymph node dissection. Future developments of SN research and technology are expected.